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Ms. Cynthia Amam
Chair, NAIC Privacy Protections (D) Working Group
Missouri Department of Insurance

301 WHigh StRm 530
Je鮮drson City, MO 65101

Dear Ms. Amarm:

I an writing on behalfof a Coalitionl ofhealth insurers, Who represent some of血e
co皿try's largest m年jor medical insurers and health maintenance organizations, tO COmment On

the NAIC Privacy Protections (D) Working Group

s (

Working Group

一) proposed FIRST

WORKING GROUP EXPOSURE DRAFT OF PRIVACY POLICY STATEMENT dated
August 30, 2021 (

Exposure Draft

). We offer the following comments regarding the right to

delete information.
As I noted on the Working Group

s last conference call, the right to request that

inaccurate infomation be deleted should more appropriately be included within the right to
request that infomation be corrected or amended. T血s is consistent with the NAIC

s earlier

approach to this issue. The NAIC, s Insurance Infomation and Privacy Protection Model Act
(

Mode1 670

) includes the right to request that infomation be deleted within the section that

relates to ・ Correction, Amendment or Deletion of Recorded Personal Infomation

. 2 The

HIPAA privacy rule does not include an expressed right to delete infomation, but that right is
implicitly included wi皿n the privacy rule

s right to request amendment of infomation.

1 cvs Health/Aetna, Anthem, Cigna and UnitedHealthcare

Who together provide health insurance and health

maintenance organization coverage to more than 200 mi11ion members nationwide, are the members ofthis

Coalition.

2 see Mode1 670 at Section 9.
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As stated in our last letter, neither the HIPAA privacy rule nor Mode1 670 includes an
absolute right to correct or anend infomation・ Neither should there be an al

SOlute right to

delete infomation. Both of these prlVaCy laws recognize that individuals should not have an
unfe請ered

right

to delete their medical or claims records. Instead

eXisting pnvacy laws grant

individuals the right, under certain circunstances, tO requeSt that infomation be deleted. The
discussion ofthis

right

in the Exposure Draft should clarify that it is not absolute. It should

also set forth how individuals would be pemitted to ask that medical or claims records be
deleted, aS Well as the requlrementS that licensees should meet when they intend to deny the
request. As we have noted in eadier comme虹le机ers, health plans that are HIPAA compliaut are
already providing the appropriate

right" regarding correction, anendment or deletion of

infomation, and should be exempt from any additional regulation which may ultimately hinder
the provision of health care and health care financlng.
We also suggest血at the Exposure Draft

s definition ofthe right to delete infomation be

amended to reflect that this right has been merged into the right to correct and anend

infomation. The Exposure Draft includes the fo11owing definition of the right to delete
informati on :
DEFENITION: This right ensures that underwriting process and claims adjudication will
result in a fair and reasonable decision based on accurate infomation

.3

This proposed definition is not a true definition, but instead, is a policy rationale. We urge the
Working Group to adopt the following definition as part of its decision to merge the right to
delete infomation with the hght to amend and correct infomation:
DEFENITION: The right for individuals to request the correction or deletion of or

anendment to, infomation created by the licensee that the individual believes is
inaccurate.

As noted in our previous comments and letters, We queStion whether a new prlVaCy
model is necessary. Between the HIPAA privacy rule and state laws based on NAIC models

the

members of our coalition already comply with signi宜cant privacy requlrementS. However, if the

Privacy Working elects to move forward, it is importaut that NAIC Mode1 672 fom the basis for
your sta誼ng point and that the HIPAA privacy rule provide the Working Group with additional

guidance ifneeded. These rules and model were designed with the unique nature ofthe health
insurance, and more broadly, the entire iusurance industry in mind・

3 Exposure Draft at page 32.
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The consuner representatives have suggested that requlrementS from the Fair Credit

Reporting Act or other laws that do not relate to the insurance industry be lifted and imposed
upon the insurance industry. This would be inappropriate and possibly disastrous for hea皿

insurance and health care. The approaches proposed by the consrmer representatives do not
readily translate to the insurance industry and the unintended consequence could be signific狐t.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Ifyou have any questions, Please feel free to

reach out to me at either (202) 247‑03 16 or cpetersen@arborstrategies.com. We look forward to
working with the Working Group as it discusses topics for possible inclusion in a revised NAIC
PrlVaCy mOdel.
Sincerely yours,

図四
Chris Petersen

Arbor Strategies, LLC

cc:

Lois Alexander

